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Abstract 

Private copying is one of the few exceptions to the exclusiveness on their works 
granted to creators by Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). Such an exception 
diminishes the value of IPR-protected works, so IPR regulations need to establish 
devices by virtue of which creators get compensated for the private copying of their 
works. The most common device –at lease in the EU- consists of charges imposed 
upon the sale of dev ices and carriers that are used by consumers in the ir private 
copying activities (i.e. the so-called copyright levies). Such system has been strongly 
criticised, and some alternatives have been proposed and are strongly supported by 
some constituencies. Legislators seem to be op en to amending or subst ituting the 
current system, but they face a lack  of the ana lytical tools required to compare the 
potentially alternative systems. 

Current theory provides no clear framework for the analysis of the current system and 
its potential modifications and/or alternatives. Building upon more general incentive 
economics theory and on g eneral legal considerations, this paper attempts to b uild 
such analytical framework by proposing a se t of principles for benchmarking 
potentially alternative systems of private copy compensation. The paper also offers a 
brief analysis of the main modifications and alternatives to the current system in light 
of the abovementioned principles. The main finding is that, according to the proposed 
principles, the current system “as is” gets the best appraisal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

To understand the need for a private copy remuneration (PCR) system, one must 
comprehend the general economic foundations of the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 
system. IPR provide economic incentives to the creation of intellectual works, which 
have particular features that differentiate them from other types of goods or assets. From 
an economic point of view, intellectual works a re public g oods, because they can be 
simultaneously used by different consumers (non-rivalry in consumption) and the owner 
of the work cannot prevent use without his or her consent (non-excludability in 
consumption or free-ridi ng). Therefore, without appropriate propert y rights on their  
works, authors could not charge users benefiti ng from their cre ation and could no t 
possibly obtain an adequate remuneration for their creative and productive efforts. As a 
result, creative activities would decrease, reducing the production of intellectual works 
to the detriment of the society as a whole (LANDES & POSNER, 1989 & 2003). 

 
IPR regulations are designed to correct this market failure and grant creators 

exclusive rights over their works (VAN DEN BERGH, 1998). By virtue of IPR, their 
holders can lar gely prevent free-riding by controlling the distribution, reproduction, 
broadcast, and use of their works and hence obtain a remuneration that renders their  
activity profitable. Ho wever, free-riding is not completel y precluded. Most I PR 
regulations oblige rights holders to tole rate copying by consumers in the ir private 
sphere (private copying). That is, as a limit to th e exclusivity of IPR, the law permits 
acts of copying that tak e place under the priva cy protection of p ersonal and familial 
environments. This private copying exception substantially increases consumers’ 
freedom to use IPR-protected goods. Nonetheless, this non-consented  use of IPR 
protected works cannot remain uncompensated. Most IPR regulations have established a 
clear and simple device that compensates the authors for this limitation of their rights: 
private copy remuneration (or PCR) (TOWSE, 2000 & 2004). 

 
IPR and the incentives created by IPR regulations are of a capital importance to 

cultural and creative a ctivities, both from a social and an economic point of view . 
Content is a key driver for the development of the Information Society and, particularly, 
a determinant of econo mic growth in more adv anced economies (BRYNJOLFSSON, 
1996; HECKER, 2002).  Therefore, protection of IPR and the generation of the  right 
economic incentives to the production of  IPR protected goods is a regulatory must and 
its importance is out o f question. Building on this pr inciple, a more detailed IPR 
regulatory regime needs to be configured – IPR rules shall establish strong mechanisms 
that appropriately ensure their value. Private copying decreases the value of IPR and, 
consequently, a compensatory device is absolutely necessary. PCR is designed to re-
establish the economic equilibrium between producers and consumers of IPR-protected 
goods and to distribute more fairly the costs and benefits of the IPR system. However, it 
may be impossible to create a s ystem of private copy compensation that can 
simultaneously protect the incentives to cultural and creative activities and generate the 
minimum social cost. 
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 WHAT IS THE OPTIMAL WAY TO COMPENSATE AUTHORS FOR PRIVATE COPYING OF 
THEIR WORKS? 

 
All systems have their advantages and pitfalls. In theory the optimal system of 

determining the amount  due to IPR holders b y each particular user of IPR-protected 
goods would require a prohibitively expensive degree of monitoring and, consequently, 
it is economicall y unfeasible and und esirable. All the available  systems of 
compensating authors for private copying are imperfect, and these second-best solutions 
need to b e deeply scrutinised before being promoted, as their  impact on economic 
growth will be heft y. Accordingly, we shall define the economic principle s that can be  
derived from the theor etically perfect system of full-monitoring  and use them as  
benchmarks to evaluate each of the alternative systems. Needless to say, the alternative 
system that gets a bet ter global appraisal according to such pri nciples shall be 
implemented, while the others shall be simply discarded. 

 
This analysis will allow us to get a clear picture of the available mechanisms to 

protect IPR and incentives to c ultural and creative activities. The advantage of this 
analytical framework will help us capture most of the economic  implications of these 
systems, which are also freighted with subjective considerations that generally impede 
comparison and make the analyses fuzzy and inconclusive. Even if our analysis is based 
on some necessary simplifications and assumptions, it will provide us with comparable 
information about the alternative systems. And an objective comparison of their benefits 
and costs will help us  determine which system is prefe rable from an economic 
perspective. 

 

UNDESIRABILITY AND U NFEASIBILITY OF A SYS TEM BASED ON  CONSUMERS’ FULL-
MONITORING 

 
The theoretically perfect system to d etermine the amount of compensation for 

private copying activities due by consumers to IPR holders would r equire direct 
observation or f ull-monitoring of suc h activities. Such a s ystem would be anti-
economic, given its excessive costs. However, full-monitoring would establish a perfect 
direct relationship between consumption of IPR-protected goods and revenues collected 
by IPR holders. It would embody two basic economic principles: (1)  remuneration of 
rights holders should be a function of the social value of their work (measured in terms 
of both use and copying), and (2)  consumers who value the cont ent more (i.e., those 
who do more private cop ying of the content) shou ld pay a higher price. Any alternative 
system should comply with both principles to the maximum possible extent. 

 
Also, given that implementation of the abovementioned system is unfeasible and 

undesirable, and in order to compare alternative systems with full-monitoring and 
among themselves, we have to search for economic criteria to appraise the alternatives. 
Any alternative system should minimise its own inform ation, transaction, and 
enforcement costs, as well as its impact on the economy as a whole. 
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THE CURRENT SYSTE M: PRIVATE COPY COMPENSATION CHARGES (COPYRIGHT 
LEVIES); AND ITS POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES 

 
Currently, most EU countries have implemented a PCR system based on charges 

imposed on the a cquisition of devic es and carriers particularly apt to t he making of 
private copies by consumers (such as blank opti cal disks, MP3 p layers, etc) –only the 
UK, Ireland and Malta lack PCR devices, althou gh Luxembourg does no t enforce the 
system legally established-. The s ystem, most kn own as copyright levies (although it 
has remarkable differences with proper levies schemes), trigg ers payment by the 
consumer at the purchase of those devices or carriers, and does not imply any additional 
reporting or monitoring of the activities of the consumer. Therefore, it ha s been 
criticised by subjecting the use of those c arriers and devices for purposes other than 
making private copies of IPR-protected works. It has also been criticised by its relative 
importance vis-à-vis the retail price of some of the products on which it is charged (and, 
particularly, as regards the price of relatively cheaper products).  

 
Consequently, some modifications of the s ystem (mainly capping the amount of 

the PCR charg e to a g iven percentage, or estab lishing an ex emption of payment for 
certain groups of users,  such as public bodies, educative institutions, et c) and some  
alternatives (such as the implementation of digital rights management tools (DRM), the 
taxation of orig inal IPR-protected works, the co mpensation of IPR holders via public  
funding, or the establishment of internet flat fees) have been proposed. 

 
However, all these systems have rem arkable differences and a re difficult to 

compare without the adequate set of analytical tools. In the next section, we define such 
analytical framework, based on the four bas ic principles embedded  in the full-
monitoring system (i.e. t he theoretically perfect alternative). We will later pro ceed to 
analysing the current system and its proposed alternatives and modifications according 
to those principles. 

 
 

 PRINCIPLES FOR BENCHM ARKING POTENTIALLY ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS OF 
PRIVATE COPY COMPENSATION 

 

FAIRNESS OR EQUITY: REMUNERATION OF RIGHTS HOLDERS SHOULD BE A FUNCTION 
OF THE SOCIAL VALUE OF THEIR WORKS 

 
Rights holders’ revenues are the price that consumers (in broader terms, society) 

pay for IPR-protected goods. As in any other market, goods should be priced accordin g 
to the level of demand (or social value) attributed to the m. Only with such a direct 
relationship between consumption and price will the optimal level of production be set. 
Should revenues be insufficient becaus e of uncompensated private copying, production 
in the cultural  and creative sectors would be suboptimal, and this red uced level of 
production would harm  other sectors (su ch as Information and Communications  
Technology industry and the Consumer  Electronics industry; i.e. th e ICT and CE 
industries) and the growth of the  economy as a whole. Should revenues be excessive, 
there would be resourc es devoted to I PR production that would render a  higher social 
return if applied to alternative uses. Finally, should revenues be unrelated to the social 
valuation of creative w ork, the qualit y of IPR-protected goods would decreas e, as 
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market mechanisms discipline producers who d epart from social preferences. The only 
way to achieve the optimal level o f production of IPR-protected goods that fit social 
needs is to comply with the basic principle that remuneration of rig ht holders should be 
a function of the social value (use and copying) of their work. 

 

PROPORTIONALITY: “WHO COPIES MORE SHOULD PAY MORE” 
 
Private copying generates a negative externality, as the cost associated with the 

(over)use that consumers give to IPR-protected goods is not borne  by them, but 
assumed by or imposed on IPR holders. It is a gener al economic principle that 
externalities lead to over-consumption, as consumers free-ride at the expense of other 
agents. And over-consu mption is inefficient, as it keeps the levels of production 
abnormally high and therefore distorts the  optimal allocation o f productive resources. 
Moreover, over-consumption generates an expropriation of the agents assuming the 
costs of the externality, at the benefit of the agents generating such externality. 

 
It follows that the system would be more efficient if consumers were forced to 

bear the cost of private copying, as it would drive consumption back to the optimal level 
and would minimise th e expropriation of IPR holders, thus maintain ing the ri ght 
economic incentives to the development of cultural and creative activities. 

 
Mechanisms of com pensation of pri vate copying impose a cost  on con sumers 

and, consequently, make them intern alize the negative impact of su ch additional 
consumption on IPR-protected goods’ value. Such mechanisms reveal themselves fit for 
the purpose of getting consumers to internalize the cost of the ir activities and, 
consequently, shall d rive consumption of IPR protected goods to its optimal level. In 
short, the system should be based on the quite simple principle that who copies more  
should pay more. 

 

EFFICIENCY: INFORMATION, TRANSACTION A ND ENFORCEMENT COSTS OF THE  
SYSTEM SHALL BE MINIMISED 

 
The costs associated to the compensatory devices of IPR loss of val ue due t o 

private copying shall be taken into account w hen appraising them. A ll economic 
systems generate their own costs in terms of the inf ormation that is required to make 
decisions in the market, the costs imposed on each t ransaction, and t he costs of 
implementing and enforcing the system. All these costs reduce the general efficiency of 
the economy. There is no way to generate an economic environment completely free of 
all these costs, but efficiency calls for reducing them to the optimal minimum (so that 
they are offset by the efficiencies generated by the system). 

 
Costs imposed on priv ate copying do not merel y transfer rents between 

consumers, IPR holders, and collecting  societies or PCR  administrators, but g enerate 
social losses, no matter which agent assumes su ch costs. Minimising  the costs of the 
compensatory system will benefit all stakeholders and, ultimately, promote social 
welfare. From this perspective, under an ef ficiency criterion, the system that keeps the 
level of social loss to th e minimum optimal level is preferable Therefore, information, 
transaction and enforcement costs of the system should be minimised. 
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AVOIDANCE OF EXTERNALITIES: DISTORTIONS AND SPILLOVERS ON THE ECONOMY 
SHOULD BE MINIMISED 

 
Finally, IPR regulations and private cop y compensation devices shall not be 

analysed in the v acuum. We have alr eady mentioned the importance of IPR to global 
economic growth; consequently, any alterations of the current system should be  
analysed in relation to their impact on the economy as a whole. 

 
Needless to sa y, those systems that generate lower ne gative effects on other  

sectors of the econom y (such as the ICT and CE industries) and pose l ower risks to 
economic growth and to the development of  the Information Society will be clearl y 
preferable to others giving rise to contrary effects. It is a general criterion of regulatory 
intervention that its distortions and spillovers on the economy should be minimised, i f 
regulation is to foster economic development. 

 
 

 THE REQUIRED TRADE-OFF AMONGST THESE PRINCIPLES 
 
Getting a system to absolutely comply with the a bovementioned principles may 

be impossible. All systems bring about their own advanta ges and disadvantages and, as 
we have already emphasised, no theoretically perfect system is available. Some trade-
offs between the above principles are required. It is virtually impossible to satisfy all of 
them fully, and even to rank them would, if  possible at all, require further information 
and very detailed empirical data. Therefore, our analysis will be  comparative and 
cumulative. Under a given criterion, one system will be preferable to another if it fits all 
the requirements of that criterion. Overall, a system will be  preferable to another if it 
satisfies a larger number of criteria, and a system will be preferable to all the others if it 
satisfies the maximum number of criteria. This analysis may not be de finitive, but it  
sheds significant light on the advantages and disadvantages of each of the systems and, 
globally, highlights their effects on the economy as a whole and on the in terests of each 
of the stakeholders involved. 

 
 

 BENCHMARKING THE POTENTIALLY ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS OF PRIV ATE COPY 
COMPENSATION 

 
Although it is not acknowledged b y some groups of stakeholders, c urrent 

remuneration schemes for private copy (i.e. PCR) balance the interests of IPR holders, 
manufacturers and importers of ICT and CE products and consumers. Some criticisms  
made against PCR have been restricted to highlighting its drawbacks and limitations. As 
we have alre ady seen, PCR is  not completely free of defe cts, but once t he economic 
rationale of PCR is considered and its positive effects on the generation of incentives to 
cultural and creative activities are t aken into account, it must be re ckoned that its net 
effect may be positive. 

 
Therefore, even counting for the existence of certain drawbacks and limitations 

of PCR; it sti ll holds as a prope r system of IPR protection and of economic promotion. 
Some critics have proposed variations of the PC R system, or alternative systems, that 
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are intended to r educe its ne gative effects and inc rease its c ontribution to the  
development of the Information Society and, ultimately, to e conomic growth. Other 
critics have simply suggested that IPR holders should modify their business models in  
order to adapt to a scenario in which IPR would no longer be enforceable. 

 
In the present section we analyse those proposals that have be en already 

implemented in certain countries, those that have been strongly defended, and those that 
seem economically most plausible (VAR IAN, 2005). W e begin analysing the 
compliance of the current PCR s ystem “as is”  with the abovementioned economic  
principles and then turn  to focus on the p roposed modifications of the current PCR 
system, such as capping PCR collection and ex empting certain groups of consumers 
from the payment of PCR. We then turn to alternative systems: DRM, taxation of IPR-
protected goods and public subsidies. A graphic summary of this analysis is included in 
the Annex. 

 

THE CURRENT SYSTEM 
 
The PCR s ystem “as is” fits the four principle s indicated above. Ev en if its  

compliance with some of these principles might be considered partial, it does not run 
counter to any of them. 

 
First, since (i) PCR revenues are distributed to authors as a function of the 

number of copies of th eir work, and (ii) PCR is char ged on d evices and carriers that 
consumers use to conduct private cop ying, the PCR system establishes an adequate  
relationship between the social v alue of IPR-protected goods and th e remuneration 
received by rights holders. This relation is not direct and not perfectly adjusted, since 
some consumers do not use the PCR-charged de vices to make private co pies, but ful l 
monitoring is unworkab le and ex cessively expensive. Therefore, the approximate or 
indirect aspects of the P CR current system constitute unavoidable imperfections of any 
PCR compensation s ystem, and, as w e show b elow, exempting groups of consumers 
less prone to private co pying sacrifices the efficiencies of the current system without 
much effect on t he intended beneficiaries. In any case, the fact that some “IPR-free” 
uses of the devices and  equipment g et charged PCR collections does not break the  
relationship between social value o f the wo rks and ri ght holders remuneration. The 
strong complementarity between IPR protected works and CE p roducts configures 
consumption of the latter as good but not perfect proxy for private copying activities in 
any case. 
 

Second, the curr ent PCR s ystem minimises col lection costs. It is base d on a 
simple rule: the purchase of the  devices and/or carriers subject to PCR tr iggers the 
payment of a certain amount. This rule is easy to apply and generates few information 
and transaction costs. The enforcement costs of the system are also limited, and it might 
be fair to say that current enforcement costs are larger than expected because of strong 
social and industry resistance in certain countries . The practical implementation of the 
system can still be improved in order to drive enforcement costs down, particularly in 
the case of transnational intra-EU community sales (where some legal amendments may 
strengthen collective ma nagement societies’ pos ition vis-à-vis PCR deb tors). As we  
shall see, very few alternative systems would be able to reduce the enforcement costs 
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associated to the PCR system and, in any case, would be less desirable systems on other 
grounds. 

 
The PCR system also complies with the principle that who copi es more pays 

more. Given that each purchase of a device or carrier subject to PCR collection triggers 
an additional payment, consumers who do more intense private copying will likely pay 
larger PCR than those with more moderate uses of IPR-protected goods. This is  
particularly clear in the case of consumables, which get used up aft er the first use for  
private copying (for instance, in the case of burning a private copy of a music CD to a 
CD-R blank disc). But this proportional aspect of PCR still holds when t he carriers or 
equipment allow fo r repeated private copying, as the amount of th e PCR is raised in  
proportion to the storage cap acities of the devi ce. Therefore, the cur rent PCR s ystem 
distributes PCR charges amongst consumers according to the intensity of their private 
copying activities. Consequently, the system is preferable to those  systems that 
disregard this criterion and char ge all consumers equally (generating a cross 
subsidization problem). 

 
Finally, the PCR system minimises potential negative effects on the economy as 

a whole. Given its compliance with the three previous principles, its neutrality as to any 
eventual competitive effects in the IPR or n eighbouring or complementary markets 
(such as CE and ICT markets) and the fact that no particular spillover can  be identified 
for the PCR system, it does not do much harm to the economy. 

 
For all these reasons, the PCR system is the best or least bad available system to 

compensate and remunerate right holders for the private copying of their works. 
 

CAPPING THE AMOUNT OF PCR COLLECTIONS 
 
It has been suggested that PCR sha ll maintain certain proportionality with the 

prices of the ICT and CE products on whi ch it is char ged and should be c apped at 
around 5% of the prices of the ICT and CE products on which it  is charged. It has been 
recently reported that this is in fact the average current level of PCR calculated on total 
sales of digital equipment closely related to IPR protected content. Therefore, the limit 
to PCR collection to 5% of ICT and CE sales is, in itself, currently de facto in place. But 
PCR charges on dif ferent equipment and media  are in some c ases above 5% and in 
others below, and it is hard to envisage a reason why all equipment and media should be 
charged uniformly, as they are subject to different patterns of use and consumption, and 
as they allow consum ers to make different t ypes of private copies ( permanent or 
temporary, shareable or not, etc). 

 
In some cases, the setti ng of fix ed amounts of  PCR per unit sold  and the  

evolution of prices o f ICT and CE products have led to a situation where  PCR 
represents a substantial part of the price paid by the consumer, or even t he larger share 
of it (particularl y in the  case of lower-p riced products such as blank optical discs).  
These situations have been considered unacceptable by consumer associations and also 
by ICT and CE industry  representatives, as they  are deemed to impede the sales or 
consumption of those goods. 
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As a result of those criticisms, it ha s been strongly argued for capping PCR 
collection, or setting the PCR r ate as a function of the price paid by consumers (ad 
valorem, instead of fi xed charges), as a m eans to “maintain the rationality of t he 
system”. However, the establishment of such  caps would run against the e conomic 
rationale of PCR. In fact, such proposals are at odds with basic economic principles and 
completely disregard the fact that IPR-protected goods and consumer electronics goods 
are not comparabl e, as the y are subject to differ ent production technolog ies and cost 
structures. 

 
First of all, it must be ta ken into account that pro duction of physical goods such 

as ICT and CE products , and production of IPR protected goods have very different 
production cost structures. ICT and CE products benefit from significant economies of 
scale (i.e., producin g a larger number of units reduces the cost per un it) and from  
learning curves (producers become more and more efficient with experience). 
Therefore, the natu ral evolution of these industri es drives p roduction costs down and,  
insofar as they are relatively competitive, lowers consumer prices across time. However, 
the profitability of these activities is not harmed by this decrease in consumer prices, as 
the saving for the consumer stems from reduced production costs and not from reduced 
commercial margins. On the contrar y, inasmuch as production saving s are not full y 
passed through to consumers, the profitability of the industry may increase as consumer 
prices decrease. 

 
On the other hand, cultural and cre ative goods production is not subject to the 

same technologies and structure of costs. The cost of creation of ever y IPR protected 
good is determined b y a cost function that does n ot depend significantly on economies 
of scale, nor can be significantly affected by learning curves. The creative effort put into 
the production of a new work is completely unrelated to the number of copies that may 
be sold in the future. Moreover, the creator has a very specific learning curve that most 
probably gets exhausted (or nearly) with the creation of each IPR good. Once an author 
has created a song, the composition of the nex t one is not e ased by that fact, and may 
even be harder, as the next song will have to be different. In effect, previous creations 
restrict the available alternatives and thus raise the hurdle that the author has to jump in 
his or her  next one. W hereas in ICT and CE pr oduction, learning curves reduce the 
marginal requirements of every new unit, the author’s marginal costs are constant or 
increasing. Therefore, no significant reductions of consumer prices can be expected, as 
there are no savin gs in production costs with which to subsidise them. Consequentl y, 
any reduction of revenues directly implies a loss of  profitability of the cultural and 
creative industries. 

 
It is therefore natural for PCR to grow vis-à-vis ICT and CE products’ consumer 

prices, as the latter decrease while the former tend to remain constant. This progressive 
imbalance is not a pr oblem in the de sign of the system; on the contrary, it is the  only 
way to assure that the p rofitability of both activities is positive  and consistent across 
time. In the absence of productive efficiencies, there is no reason to ex pect prices going 
down over time. Therefore, in the absence of scale or experience economies in the 
production of IPR protected goods, PCR shall not  be expected to decrease across time, 
as should do prices of C E and ICT prices where strong scale and experience economies 
exist. It follows that the establishment of ad valorem PCR, or the establishment of caps 
on per unit PCR char ges, can only run against the interests of  IPR holders, to the 
detriment of cultural and creative activities. 
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ICT and CE produ cer revenues would be lar gely neutral to the establishment of  

caps, as the PCR charges are mainly (if not completely) borne by consumers. 
Consumers would be better off, but onl y in the short run, as P CR payments would 
decrease along with ICT and CE product prices. Howeve r, IPR holders would be worse 
off, and incentives to cultural and creative production would be greatly reduced. 

 
The reductions in PCR collection would diminish the profitability of IPR-related 

activities and might render them unprofitable in absolute terms. Also, the value of IPR 
would be made depende nt on the evolu tion of the production costs of ot her products, 
over which IPR holders have no influence. In fact, pricing decisions made by the ICT 
and CE industries would determine the volume  of PCR collected b y IPR holders, a  
situation that has no economic justification. Moreover, the consumption of 
complementary products would gener ate opposing trends in the produ cers’ revenue 
streams, and this makes poor economic sense. J ust as is currently the case, a decrease in 
ICT and CE produ cts’ prices would prob ably generate extra revenues to ICT and CE 
producers (given the in crease in consumption) and would reduc e IPR holders’ PCR  
revenues (inasmuch as the reduction in PCR  was not offset b y the incr ease of units 
sold), further incre asing the disproportion in pr ofitability of thes e two industries so  
closely related in the economy of the Information Society. 

 
In short, cappin g PCR collection would ru n against the principle that 

remuneration of authors should be a function of social value of their work s. IPR holders 
would be expropriated to the benefit of consumers in the short run and at the expense of 
economic growth in the medium and long  run. In the end, even consumers would be 
worse off, as the quantity and/or variety in offer of ICT, CE and IPR goods would be 
reduced in the medium and long term. Consequ ently, capping PCR collection cannot 
minimise the distortions and spillovers on the economy as a whole. 

 

ESTABLISHING EXEMPTIONS TO PAYMENT OF PCR FOR CERTAIN GROUPS OF USERS 
 
It has also been suggested that an exemption from PCR payment be granted for 

certain groups of users who are less likel y to privately copy IPR-protected goods, such 
as public institutions, professional users, educational institutions, etc. Even if it is clear 
that private cop ying will be sig nificantly less common among such use rs (although it 
cannot be completely ruled out), the  logic of the PCR s ystem makes exemptions less 
desirable than they may seem at first glance. 

 
One of t he main economic advantages of t he PCR system are linked to its 

straightforwardness, general application and r educed information and enforcement 
costs. These advantages are based on t he simple fact that the rule is clear, so 
information costs are low, it is automatically applied, so transaction costs are also low, 
and it is of  general application, so the enforcement costs are relatively low. It might be 
said that the main advantage of the s ystems stems f rom its simplic ity. An exemption 
system would necessitate mechanisms for categorizing purchasers and giving them 
different treatments – which would increase information and transaction costs, because 
the rule would be m ore complex, as wel l as en forcement costs, because diversity of 
cases would oblige enforcers to distinguish the monitoring and enforcement 
mechanisms applied in each of t he different cases-. Also, the exemption of cert ain 
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groups of users would require an enlargement of the charges then applicable to the rest  
of consumers – in order to keep author's revenues unaffected-. 

 
Given the difficulty of implementing such a solution a utomatically, most 

probably the beneficiaries of the ex emption would need to make reports (either to the 
seller of the p roduct, or to the PCR administrat or) in orde r to get the PCR charges 
waived or, more probably, refunded. This red tape would increase the enforcement costs 
of the system. Also, the exempted consumers’ information and transaction costs would 
be higher than thos e of non-exempted consumers, and the refore, the economic 
advantage of the ex emption would not be the P CR amount in full, bu t the difference 
between that amount and the additional transaction costs. These increase d transaction 
costs would generate a net loss in the  system, as no stak eholder would be able to 
appropriate these rents. 

 
Also, this system would generate incentives to defraud and misreport, in order to 

get personal, non-exempted consumption covered by the exemption. The potential for 
fraud would further increase the transaction, monitoring, and enforcement costs of the 
system, and this would further evapo rate a significant part of the econom ic benefits of 
the current system. 

 
Inasmuch as the decision of passing the PCR charge through to these users is for 

the ICT and CE sellers, the exemption of payment might not necessarily translate into 
an identical reduction on the ICT and CE prices paid by these consumers. ICT and CE 
sellers might argue that, since they were partially assuming the cost of the PCR, they 
deserved a portion of t he exemption; and accordi ngly, they might offer only partial 
discounts to exempt consumers while appropriating a part of the exemption. Monitoring 
these cases and guaranteeing that the intended beneficiaries of exemptions get their full 
share would be costly and complicated.  

 
To sum up, the bene fits of the ex emption would be lar gely absorbed by the 

increase in information, transaction, and enforcement costs to both the beneficiaries of 
the exemption and t he PCR administrators, as wel l as t he costs of the increased 
incentives to fraud and misreporting , and the ap propriation of part of the PCR  by ICT 
and CE sellers in  certain circumstances. The net result would p robably not b e 
favourable, as the beneficiaries would not be much better off, and the system would be 
more costly and complicated. The refore, the int roduction of this ex emption does not  
seem to be recommendable in strictly economic terms. 

 

DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT DEVICES (DRM) 
 
Digital rights management systems (DRM) ar e technologies that describ e and 

identify digital content protected by IPR, and enforce usage rules set by IPR holders or 
prescribed by law for digital content. Inasmuch as DR M may allow IPR holders to 
determine the use that consumers could make of the IPR-protected goods, DRM could 
theoretically preclude private copying and, therefore, make the whole PCR system 
unnecessary. However, it would be possible to eliminate the private copying exception 
and the corresponding PCR only if all IPR goods were covered by DRM systems. 
Should all IPR goods be protected by DRM, consumers would not be able to copy them 
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without compensating right holders (or not, at t he right owners will) a nd, therefore, 
PCR would lack economic justification. 

 
In practice DRM is far f rom assuring full coverage of all IPR-protected goods. 

Precise figures are hard to estimate, but onl y a minor fraction of music is distributed 
under DRM p rotection (although a relatively larger share is distributed  with cop y-
control restrictions). The larger part of the offline music distribution is stil l not covered 
by DRM, and this situation is not expected to change in the near future. Currently, in the 
online environment, most of the music leg ally distributed is copy-control protected, and 
a share is also distributed with DRM d evices embedded (mostly that d istributed by 
Apple). However, this trend seems to be reversing, mostly because DRM fa ces 
significant consumer opposition – becaus e of the limits they impose on consumers’ 
freedom and, not  least, because in certain instances DRM are acting as computer 
intruders regarding personal data (which c an harm the protection of private life). A  
business strategy of using DRM has so far b een implemented successful ly only by a 
minority of companies (most remarkably, Apple – and  recently even Apple, together 
with EMI and Universal, and other major companies such as Amazon have all moved 
towards distributing DRM-unprotected IPR content, which ma y be ver y significant 
evidence of the  difficulties in pursuing a pu re DRM-based business str ategy in the  
digital environment). T herefore, it cannot be regarded as the pr eferable business 
strategy to be pursued in the sector in the years to come. 

 
According to recent studies, only around 37% of music will be distributed under 

DRM protection in 2010 . Therefore, DRM penetration will hardly exceed 40% of new 
releases in a relevant time frame. If we take into account the fact that ther e is already a 
very significant stock of unprotected music, the proportion of DRM-protected originals 
available for private copying is still lower (and may be well below 5%). Consequently, 
only a very minor proportion of music content susceptible of private copying is and will 
be protected by DRM, and private copying is a nd will sti ll be largely available to 
consumers causing a disruption in the rel ationship between authors remuneration and 
the social valuation of their work (shall PCR be eliminated). It follows that 
substitutability of the private copying exception plus PCR s ystem and DRM systems 
will remain very poor in the medium term, if it ca n ever reach the sufficient penetration 
to be real alternative. 

 
Moreover, the shift towards a DRM-oriented distribution of IPR protected goods 

might not r esult in a  reduction of the  prices paid by consumers. DRM technology is 
complex, and its development requires significant investment and effort (mainl y by the 
ICT and CE industries). Therefore, its developers would legitimately expect to collect  
royalties on it ( either from IPR holders, from consumers, or both). Consequently an 
economic substitution between PCR charges and DRM royalties would occur and, even 
though there are significant difficulties in estimating the net quantitative e ffect, there is 
no good reason to expect the prices of CE products on which PCR is currently collected 
to go down. Thus DRM would not necessarily generate savings to consumers and would 
mainly shift the current PCR revenue stream to the DRM industr y, which would also 
negatively affect the long-term incentives to creative activities and generating a mixed 
effect on the development of the Information Society. 

 
It must also be taken into account that DRM is  still a ver y young technology 

and, consequently, its solutions a re still not f ully secure (often being “cracked”) and 
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generate problems of interoperability with certain consumer devices. Also, and this may 
be the strongest argument, DRM runs against consumers’ interests, as it limits the uses 
that consumers can ma ke of IPR-protected goods under the PCR s ystem. These 
difficulties, together with the very limited rates of DRM penetration, confirm that DRM 
will remain a very poor substitute for th e private copying exception plus PCR in the 
medium term, if it can ever be a real alternative. 

 
A hybrid system combining DRM and PCR is also impractical. Theoretically, it 

is economically justifiable that P CR charges should take into account t hat a ce rtain 
proportion of music is  distributed in carriers that do not enable consumers to make  
private copies. Accordingly, ICT and CE p roducts used with both DRM- protected and 
DRM-unprotected IPR-covered content (such as MP3 devices) should be subject to  
lower PCR charges, while other products that can  be used onl y with DRM-unprotected 
content (such as optical discs, onto which DR M-protected content cannot be burnt 
insofar as DRM wo rks properly) should conti nue to be subject to th e same PCR  
charges. DRM generates the need to determine w hich products can be use d with DRM-
protected content, the extent to which they are effectively used b y consumers, the 
relative importance of DRM-protected content vis-à-vis total distribute d and stocked  
IPR-covered content, etc., which requires significant and costly market research. DRM 
increases the information and enforcement costs of the system. Consequently, a partial 
use of DRM te chnologies – the situation we cu rrently have – both generates additional 
costs to the PCR system and extraordinarily limits consumer freedom. O nly producers 
of DRM-related solutions (i.e., the ICT and CE industries) are bette r off, while all other 
stakeholders bear the costs of a mo re restrictive system of IPR protected goods 
distribution, as well as the increased costs of enforcement of the PCR system. 

 
Also, DRM significantly fails to minimise the spillover effects on the e conomy 

as a whole. The decisions of regulatory agencies (and competition authorities, in 
particular) may jeopardise full adoption of DRM technologies (at least, in their current 
versions). This conside ration needs to b e taken into account in p rojections of DRM 
penetration and technical development, as the scenario is not a bsolutely clear in the 
medium and long  term. As in other fields of IPR law, a neutr al market approach to 
DRM would require th e development of  a c ommon standard in or der to foster  
interoperability (like the  3G technolo gy in the t elecommunications field). But in the  
current situation, the de velopment of p roprietary DRM technologies may segment the 
market and force both producers of content and users to choose among existing DRM 
technologies (as with the choice b etween operating systems in the PC s ector). Once 
consumers have chosen a given DRM, they are locked in with its producer, as switching 
costs are very significant in these m arkets (as in most of the  technological sectors) 
owing to the existence of so-called network externalities. Therefore, allowing the 
development of propriet ary DRM technolo gies restricts consumers’ alternatives and 
limits their freedom to use the acquired content. 

 
Given the nasc ent stage of DRM technolo gies, the importance of  the l ock-in 

factor is likel y to generate a “war of standards” between producers of DRM 
technologies. Given that there is no commonl y developed standard, all producers will 
try to have their own DRM adopted by as much creators of content and consumers as 
possible, so tha t it becomes the de f acto standard – excluding all competitors from a 
substantial part of the market –. The first possible outcome of this war is a competitive 
landscape clearly dominated by a si ngle provider (probably a situation close to 
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monopoly, as in the op erating systems market), in which prices can be expected to be 
above the competitive level of a market with a  commonly developed standard. The 
second plausible outcome is a fra gmented competitive landscape in which consumers  
are locked in with DRM technolog ies used b y relatively limited g roups of users and 
producers of content. In this scenario, all significant network efficiencies (deriving from 
the use of  a common technology) would b e excluded and consumer utility would b e 
significantly impaired. ICT and CE producers’ p osition would also be se cond-best, as 
their revenue streams would be reduced to the li mited number of consumers the y were 
able to lock in. 

 
Either way, in de fault of full standardisation or interoperability of DRM 

technologies, the s ystem decreases consumer ch oice and restricts compe tition both in 
the ICT and CE industries, and in the markets for I PR-protected goods. In this situation, 
prices paid by consumers are expected to be  higher and PCR s ystem costs will a lso 
increase (for the reasons given above). 

 
Therefore, at their current level of development and in the current environment, 

DRM technologies cannot be considered a better solution than PCR, not only because of 
their limited penetration, technical flaws, and increased system costs, but also because 
of the competitive problems they generate – which are far from minimising the spillover 
effects on the economy as a whole-. 

 

UP-FRONT TAXATION OF PROTECTED WORKS 
 
It has also been suggested that PCR could be ch arged on the original copies of 

IPR-protected goods, rather than on the sales of ICT and CE products. This s ystem 
would be tantamount to eliminating PCR and req uiring authors or PCR a dministrators 
to estimate, in advance, the number of copies consumers are expected to make, in order 
to include, in the price o f the first cop y sold, an amount equal to curr ent PCR charges 
times the average number of copies expected to be made – which dep ends on a lar ge 
number of factors, both related to the relative su ccess of the IPR-protected good and to 
other exogenous criteria-. 

 
By charging the compensation on an item that is  not a g ood proxy for p rivate 

copying, the PCR s ystem would depart from th e very basic principle that who copies  
more should pa y more. Under this r egime, only the “average consumer” would be 
paying the same amount of PCR as under the cu rrent system. Consumers copying less 
than the aver age would be pa ying PCR in ex cess and cross-subsidiz ing consumers 
copying more than the average. As a resul t the principle “who copies more shall copy 
more” would not be sa tisfied. Therefore, this situation would reduce t he economic 
rationality of the s ystem, to the benefit of no g roup of stakeholders (ex cept perhaps 
consumers with intense private copying habits). 

 
Also, as the prices of original copies would be nominally increased (even if they 

would remain constant in purel y economic terms), this model wou ld indirectly 
encourage piracy. Fighting piracy is one of the major objectives and obl igations of all 
stakeholders involved in the IPR-related industries. Consequently, any system that 
increases the risk of piracy must be pa rticularly scrutinised. As this is an alternative 
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system that would purport no advantage and woul d generate incentives to piracy, it falls 
short from minimising the spillover effects on the economy as a whole. 

 
This system would bre ak the economic r elationship between use of  IPR-

protected goods and payment of comp ensation, generating cross-subsidies, while 
increasing spillover e ffects on the econom y as a whole. The refore, taxation of IPR-
protected goods or original copies is not preferable to the current PCR system. 

 

PUBLIC SUBSIDIES 
 
Another alternative to the current PCR system might be the remuneration of IPR 

holders via public  subsidies, grants, o r other State funds.  This s ystem represents the 
closest possible version to pure public provision of IPR-protected goods. Inasmuch as 
IPR goods are information goods or public goods, this option may seem reasonable and 
justified (just like pub lic security and other pu blic goods, IPR production would be  
financed and controlled by the State). However, from the perspective of the free market 
economy and o f the generation of the  proper incentives to economic  growth, this 
alternative is not ideal. 

 
First, it e stablishes a public intervention in the  market when determining the 

aggregated value of IPR-protected goods. General theory has b een clear enough in 
pointing out how much better markets price products than public authorities do. Second, 
establishing a fixed value for cultural and creative activities decreases the incentives to 
production, as remuneration of authors becomes unrelated (or mostl y unrelated) to their 
success in the r elevant market. This may generate underproduction by more successful 
authors and overproduction by less successful ones. Therefore, the volume of output 
may remain constant, but its qua lity will more  than probably be reduced. In the 
aggregate, the system completely erases the relationship between IPR holders’ 
remuneration and the social value of their work. 

 
Also, the s ystem imposes (indirect) costs on all consumers, regardless of their 

degree of private copying. Therefore, criticisms made against current PCR systems on 
the ground that ce rtain groups (such as public bodies or prof essional users) des erve 
exemption from PCR payment similarly apply to State subsidies. In the end, the system 
departs from the princi ple that who copies m ore should pa y more a nd thus loses  
economic rationality. 

 
To sum up, public  financing of the cultural and creative activities giving rise to 

the production of IPR-protected goods decreases incentives to cre ation inasmuch as 
remuneration is unrelated to the market value of creations and violates the principle that 
increased intensity of private copying should trigger larger compensation for IPR use. 
Consequently, it is not advisable on strict economic terms. 
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 CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have defined a set of economic principles that should be complied w ith by 

any system any system of private copying compensation, in order to keep intellectual 
property rights’ holders incentives as unaf fected as possible b y this limit on the  
exclusiveness of their property rights. All compensation systems, including PCR, should 
be evaluated under o bjective criteria aiming at replicating the main adv antages of a 
theoretical system of full-monitoring of private copying (which is impracticable due to 
its excessive costs and other legal and ethical considerations). It is our view that these 
principles are that: i) re muneration of Right holders should be a  function of the social  
value of their work, ii) who c opies more should pay more, iii) the inf ormation, 
transaction and enforcement costs of the system shall be minimized, and iv) distortions 
and spillovers on the eco nomy should be minimised. In other words, the s ystem should 
be fair, proportional, efficient, and aimed at avoiding externalities. 

 
When analysed under these economic principles, all potential modifications and 

alternatives to the current PCR system –such as DRM-based systems, caps on P CR 
collection, or public fun ding- show some defi ciencies of th eir own that  make them  
inferior to the  current system. The PCR s ystem, on the  contrary, satisfies all the 
abovementioned economic criteria and is thus the most efficient available option. 
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ANNEX: Benchmark of the alternative systems of private copy 
compensation 

 
 

 Remuneration 
should be a 
function of 

social value of 
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system should 
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DRM """" """" !!!! """" 
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goods 

!!!! !!!! """" """" 

Public 
funding """" !!!! """" !!!! 
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